PANELS

AN EVOLUTION OF DESIGN by

ENVIRONMENTAL Stoneworks
The **ONLY** national manufacturer and installer of stone veneer, so there is **ONE** point of responsibility from start to finish.

Founded in 1978, Environmental StoneWorks’ *start-to-finish* philosophy allows the company to understand the needs and challenges of today’s builder far beyond that of any stand-alone manufacturer. The design, manufacture, installation and warranty support all happen under one roof.

Our *One Point of Responsibility* business model is what sets us apart. Builders benefit by having a dedicated project manager on site from beginning to end overseeing the entire job. With field support to improve communication and tested safety programs to reduce risks, we give you three times the attention of other companies.

Find out more at estoneworks.com or 800-891-5402
DESERT SUNSET LUXOR PANEL

As the official stone of The 2016 New American Home, this stone panel delivered the architect’s vision of blending the home into the natural setting of the mountain range it’s built on. Our newly manufactured Desert Sunset Luxor Panel perfectly grounds the house to its surrounding hills. The stone and the home showcase our constant evolution of design where rustic meets modern.

Panel Size: 7" x 21"

Also available in

- Taupe
- Cream
Named after the Amargosa River that originates in the Nevada mountains and flows through the Amargosa Desert region, the panel’s pattern resembles the dry river bed and the surrounding desert region. This stunning panel naturally complements the water elements and brings the living and finishes of the home truly indoor/outdoor throughout the home.

Also available in

- Taupe
- Cream

Panel Size: 12" x 28"
CREAM CHISEL PANEL

It stands for luxury, yet it reflects elegance and dreamy romance. Change the light ever so slightly and you have yet another lovely new hue to lose yourself in. Our Chisel panels are all these things and more: unique yet upscale glorious rectangles with a linear look that is carved right out of life’s most defining moments. Revel in it.

Also available in

Panel Size: 12" x 24"

Taupe
Prairie Stone was developed to deliver a modern interpretation of Frank Lloyd Wright’s turn of the century usage of clean, horizontal lines. The long and linear panel stones offer a subtle rock-faced texture and are reminiscent of the organic architecture movement that calls for materials to blend in with their surroundings. The aesthetic design of our Prairie Stone line is appealing to both residential and commercial builders alike.

Also available in

- Taupe
- Cream

Panel Size (various lengths): 3-5/8” x 8”, 12”, 16” & 24”
TAUPE IMPERIAL

Why are we so fascinated with elegant, upscale coffee shops? Could it be the beautiful colorings of whipped lattes in shades of cream, beautifully adorned with specks of grated chocolate or milled nutmeg? Welcome to the dazzling world of an Imperial panel – where your senses are equally charmed and captivated by the clean, creamy look yet distinct texture created by countless tiny specks. This goes way beyond stone. It’s a treat for the senses.

Also available in

Cream

Panel Size: 12" x 24"
CREAM TIVOLI

The Villa d’este in Tivoli near Rome is the inspiration for the majestic yet super clean panels found in our Tivoli panels. Look closely and you’ll see the superfine indentations that, taken together, create a sublime texture and overall impression of lasting quality. Say goodbye to ordinary brick and stone and say hello to the new Renaissance.

Also available in Taupe

Panel Size: 12" x 24"
We manufacture and install our stone so you enjoy greater control from start to finish. Whatever you envision, we’ll help you create it.

With dedicated project managers to oversee the entire job, field support to improve communication, and tested safety programs to reduce risks, we give you three times the attention of other companies.

Find out more about our turnkey solutions at estoneworks.com or 800-891-5402